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In the present work, a new organic second order NLO material: L-isoleucinium p-toluenesulfonate monohydrate (LIPT)
is synthesized and reported for the first time. The LIPT is crystallized in a non-centrosymmetric monoclinic space group P21.
Structural and hydrogen bond nature of the compound is analyzed using single crystal X-ray diffraction studies. The crystal
exhibits very good optical properties such as wide optical transparency in the region of 210 nm to 1100 nm and the ultraviolet
wavelength emission (λ= 283 nm). The second harmonic generation efficiency is found to be 1.7 times the standard KDP. Good
thermal, mechanical properties and low dielectric constant at high frequency range show that the material may be a potential
candidate for optoelectronic applications.
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1. Introduction

The search for new NLO materials with en-
hanced NLO properties have been showing a great
deal of interest due to their potential applications
in the photonic technologies. Among the NLO ma-
terials, organic materials find extra attention due to
their interesting features. Conjugated π bond and
lack of inversion symmetry are the most expected
features of NLO crystals for their potential applica-
tions [1, 2].

To reach the above mentioned expectations
and to attain the acentric crystal structure, vari-
ous molecular engineering approaches have been
recommended. In the diverse strategies available,
hydrogen bonding interactions play a key role in
reaching the desired crystal structure of organic
molecules by orienting the molecular dipoles in
a head to tail manner [3, 4]. It also improves
the mechanical and thermal stabilities. Hydrogen
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bonding supplemented by a mutual polarization
will also give rise to an efficient second harmonic
generation.

Among the broad category of organic NLO
crystals, amino acids exhibit specific features
such as chiral crystallographic structure, wide
transparency window in the visible region and
zwitterionic nature, and they can be used as a
basis for synthesizing organic compounds and
derivatives with an acentric crystal structure which
is very important for enhanced NLO activity.
Under the above facts, the amino acids are found
to be well established root to attain the expected
structural features which may improve NLO
activities of the material. Thus, a large number
of amino acids and their derivatives have been
studied for NLO applications. L-histidinium
p-toluenesulfonate (LHPT) [5], L-alaninium
p-toluenesulfonate (LAPT) [6], L-valinium
p-toluenesulfonate monohydrate (LVPT) [7] and
L-leucinium p-toluenesulfonate monohydrate
(LLPT) [8] are some of the amino acid based NLO
materials reported earlier by our laboratory.
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In this series, efforts were taken to synthe-
size a new NLO material using L-isoleucine, an
amino acid and p-toluenesulfonic acid monohy-
drate. The p-toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate is a
strong acid forming strong hydrogen bonding com-
plexes with bases like amines. A large number of
charge transfer complexes of p-toluenesulfonicacid
with acentric crystal structure have been reported
recently [9–13]. L-isoleucine is the branched-
chain α-amino acid with the chemical formula
C6H13NO2. Isoleucine is classified as a hydropho-
bic amino acid due to its hydrocarbon side chain.
The NLO activity of L-isoleucinium picrate [14]
and L-isoleucinium bromide [15] being a kind of L-
isoleucine compound have been reported recently.

In the present work, a new amino acid, p-
toluenesulfonate monohydrate compound, namely
L-isoleucinium p-toluenesulfonate monohydrate
(LIPT) has been synthesized. Its structural features
and important material properties are reported here.

2. Experimental
2.1. Material synthesis and crystal growth

Commercially available p-toluenesulfonic acid
monohydrate and L-isoleucine were used to syn-
thesize the title compound according to reaction
scheme shown in the Fig. 1. The solution was pre-
pared using water as a solvent with the precursor
materials taken in the 1:1 equimolar ratio. The syn-
thesized salt was purified by a successive recrystal-
lization process with water as a solvent.

Fig. 1. Reaction scheme for L-isoleucinium p-
toluenesulfonate monohydrate (LIPT).

The single crystal growth of the title compound
was performed using a solution prepared from the
synthesized salt with water as a solvent. The pre-
pared growth solution was kept in a constant tem-
perature bath with an accuracy of ±0.01°C. After

a span of 10 days, tiny single crystals of character-
istic shape and size were harvested. A small crys-
tal of characteristic shape and size with good trans-
parency was used as a seed for bulk growth. Bulk
crystal growth was undertaken by submerged-seed
solution growth method by immersing the seed in-
side the prepared supersaturated solution. The bulk
crystals of the size 24 mm × 23 mm × 10 mm were
obtained in a period of 20 days. The grown crystal
of synthesized compound is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The grown LIPT single crystal (24 mm ×
23 mm × 10 mm).

2.2. Characterization
Unit cell parameters of a single crystal of the

title compound were calculated from single crys-
tal X-ray diffraction studies carried out by us-
ing ENRAF NONIUS CAD4-MV31single crys-
tal X-ray diffractometer (graphite-monochromated,
MoKα = 0.71073 Å). After confirming the new
phase of the material by the Cambridge Structural
Database (CSD), the complete data collection of
the crystal was recorded with the same instrument.
The unit cell parameters of the crystal were ob-
tained from least-square refinement of centered re-
flections (Table 1). The structure was solved and
refined with the SHELXL-14 program [16]. All the
atoms except H atoms were refined anisotropically.
All the H atoms except hydrogen atoms participat-
ing in classical hydrogen bonds were positioned
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geometrically and refined using the riding model
with C–H = 0.3 to 0.96 Å, and Uiso (H) = 1.2 to
1.5Ueq(C). The H atoms which were involved in
hydrogen bonds were located from electron density
map and refined isotropically. The convergence of
the structure was confirmed by the R-factor [3.05 %
for I > 2σ(I)]. The observed absolute structure pa-
rameters (Flack parameter) of the compounds con-
firm the chiral nature of the compound.

The crystallographic data, details of data col-
lection and the structure refinement are given in
Table 1. The selected bond lengths, angles and tor-
sional geometries of LIPT are given in Table 2. The
hydrogen bonding dimensions are listed in Table 3.
Fig. 3 shows an ORTEP view of the molecules
drawn at 50 % probability thermal displacement
ellipsoids with the atom numbering scheme. The
hydrogen bonding networks and the packing ar-
rangement of molecules are depicted in Fig. 4
with the necessary graph-set notations. Linear op-
tical properties of the material were analyzed by
UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrum in the wave-
length range of 200 nm to 1100 nm using the
UV-1700 Shimadzu spectrometer with the reso-
lution of 1 nm. The emission spectrum of the
compound was recorded using Cary Eclipse spec-
trophotometer. The thermal behavior of the mate-
rial was studied by simultaneous TG/DTA analy-
ses in the temperature range of 20 °C to 500 °C
using SEIKO TG/DTA 6200 analyzer, in a nitro-
gen atmosphere at the heating rate of 20 °C/min.
The dielectric nature of the material was studied
by employing a HIOKI multi frequency LCR me-
ter. The Vicker’s microhardness tester was used to
assess the mechanical properties of the grown crys-
tal at varying loads from 25 g to 100 g. The SHG
efficiency was measured by employing Kurtz and
Perry powder technique using a Q-switched mode
locked Nd:YAG laser of a wavelength 1064 nm.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Molecular structure determination
and crystal packing

From the single crystal X-ray diffraction stud-
ies, it was found that the compound crystallized

Fig. 3. ORTEP diagram of the compound (LIPT) with
50 % thermal displacement ellipsoid and atom
numbering scheme.

in the monoclinic system with cell parameters
a = 10.190(5) Å, b = 6.571(3) Å, c = 12.758(6) Å,
β = 104.3(1) and space group P21. The asymmet-
ric part of the crystal consists of L-isoleucinium
cation, p-toluenesulfonate anion and a lattice wa-
ter molecule. The C–O bond lengths (1.200 (2) and
1.301 (2) Å) of the carboxyl group in the cation
clearly indicate the existence of –COOH group.
The protonation of the amino N atom is confirmed
by the lengthened C–N bond distance (1.486 (2) Å)
and the intermolecular interactions leading to de-
viation of the N atom from the plane of the car-
boxyl group of about 0.343 (2) Å. The plane of the
carboxyl group of the cation and the plane of the
aromatic ring of the anion are inclined at an angle
of 54.3 (2)°. The backbone conformations ψ1 and
ψ2 of the L-isoleucinium cation are observed to be
trans and cis forms, respectively. Similarly, the side
chain conformations, viz., χ1 and χ2 are observed
as –165.1 (1)° and 165.6 (2)°, respectively.

The single crystal XRD studies show that all
the three hydrogen atoms of amino group in the
cation are hydrogen bonded to the O atoms of the p-
toluenesulfonate anion. The crystal structure is sta-
bilized through three-dimensional hydrogen bond-
ing network formed by three N–H. . . O and three
O–H. . . O hydrogen bonds (Table 3). The water
molecule makes exclusive hydrogen bonding in-
teractions with the cation and anion. One of the
H atoms from the amino group is connected with
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Table 1. Crystallographic data for LIPT single crystal.

Compound L-isoleucinium p-toluenesulfonate monohydrate (LIPT)
Empirical formula (C6H14NO2S)+·(C7H7SO3)− ·H2O
Formula weight 321.38 g/mol
Temperature 293(2) K
Wavelength 0.71073 Å
Crystal system, Space group Monoclinic, P21

Unit cell dimensions a = 10.190(5) Å; α = 90°
b = 6.571(3) Å; β = 104.344(1)°
c = 12.758(6) Å; γ = 90°

Volume, Z 827.62(7) Å3, 2
Density (calculated) 1.290 mg/m3

Absorption coefficient 0.220 mm−1

F(000) 344
Crystal size used for XRD 0.23 mm × 0.22 mm × 0.21 mm
Theta range for data collection 1.65° to 30.20°
Index ranges –14 6 h 6 14, –9 6 k 6 9, –17 6 l 6 17
Reflections collected 20934
Independent reflections 4523 [R(int) = 0.0248]
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2

Data/restraints/parameters 4523/1/217
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.096
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0305, wR2 = 0.0760
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0386, wR2 = 0.0867
Absolute structure parameter –0.05(5)
Largest diff. peak and hole 0.222 and –0.284 e. Å−3

CCDC No. 1478186

the O atoms of the anion leading to bifurcated ring
R2

1(4) motif. Further, this bifurcated N–H. . . O hy-
drogen bond interacts with water molecule through
the O–H. . . O hydrogen bond forming a ring R3

3(9)
motif. These two ring motifs, connected with the
two O–H. . . O hydrogen bonds, lead to two parallel
chain C3

3(11) motifs extending along the c-axis of
the unit cell. These chains are cross-linked through
a N–H. . . O hydrogen bond leading to two alternate
ring motifs, viz., ring R5

5(17) and R4
4(10) motifs,

along the same axis. These ring and chain motifs
lead to the hydrophobic layers at x = 0 and 1 which
are sandwiched between the hydrophilic layers at
x = 1/2 (Fig. 4).

Symmetry transformations used to generate
equivalent atoms: #1 –x+2, y+1/2, –z+2; #2

–x+2, y+1/2, –z+1; #3 x+1, y+1, z; #4 x+1, y,
z; #5 x–1, y, z.

3.2. Thermal analysis

Thermal behavior of the title compound is de-
picted in Fig. 5. The absence of a significant change
in the TGA curve up to 110 °C indicates that
the compound remains in its monohydrous form.
The weight loss (∼5 %) in the TGA curves at
110 °C indicates removal of water molecules from
the compound as a result of which it becomes an-
hydrous. Further, the endothermic peak observed
at 145 °C in DTA is assigned to the melting point
of the compound. After the melting point, the
compound experiences another weight loss around
15 % at a temperature of 225 °C. It may be assigned
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Table 2. Selected geometric parameters of LIPT.

Atoms connected Bond distance [Å]

C11–O11 1.200 (2)
C11–O12 1.301 (2)
C12–N11 1.486 (2)
O21–S21 1.445 (1)
O23–S21 1.455 (1)
O22–S21 1.455 (1)

Atoms connected Bond angle [°]

O11–C11–C12 121.8 (1)
O12–C11–C12 112.6 (1)
O21–S21–O23 112.4 (8)
O21–S21–O22 112.6 (8)
O23–S21–O22 110.3 (7)

Atoms connected Torsion angle [°]

N11–C12–C11–O11 –17.2 (2)
N11–C12–C11–O12 164.4 (1)
N11–C12–C13–C14 –165.1 (1)
C12–C13–C14–C16 165.6 (2)

Table 3. Hydrogen bonding geometry in LIPT

D–H· · ·A [Å, °]
d(D–H)

[Å]
d(H· · ·A)

[Å]
d(D· · ·A)

[Å]
<(D–H· · ·A)

[°]

O1W–H2W. . . O21 0.75 (4) 2.13 (3) 2.826 (2) 156

O12–H12...O1W#1 1.03(3) 1.53 (3) 2.551 (2) 172

N11–H11A...O22#2 0.93 (2) 2.01 (2) 2.899 (2) 158

N11–H11B...O23#3 0.90 (2) 1.92 (2) 2.804 (2) 165

N11–H11C...O22#4 0.90 (2) 2.00 (2) 2.820 (2) 151

O1W–H1W...O11#5 0.81 (6) 2.00 (5) 2.768 (2) 157

to the liberation of NH3 group. An endothermic
peak observed at 280 °C in DTA curve is as-
signed to the decomposition temperature of the
compound. Further, in the temperature range be-
tween 225 °C to 375 °C, the compound suffers ma-
jor weight loss as indicated in TGA. It might have
happened due to the loss of CH4 and gaseous prod-
ucts such as SO3, CO and hydrocarbon gases, one
by one.

3.3. Vicker microhardness test

A well-polished crystal with smooth surface
was used and static indentations were made

at room temperature with a constant indenta-
tion time of 10 second on the smooth (0 0 1)
face of the crystal with the load varying from
25 g to 100 g using Vicker’s microhardness
tester. The hardness number was calculated using
the relation:

Hv =
1.8544 P

d2 (1)

where P is the applied load in kg and d is the
diagonal length of the indentation impression in
micrometer. The variation of calculated hardness
number Hv versus load P applied to the crys-
tal is depicted in Fig. 6a. The figure suggests
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Fig. 4. Packing diagram of LIPT viewed down the
b-axis of the unit cell showing alternate hy-
drophobic (at 0 and 1) and hydrophilic layers (at
1/2) along a-axis. The intermolecular hydrogen
bonds are shown as dashed lines.

Fig. 5. DTA/TGA curve of LIPT.

that the microhardness number is increasing with
the increase in load, as is observed in most organic
compounds, and shows the reverse indentation size
effect (RISE) in the studied crystal. This is also the
indication of dominant plastic deformation on the
surface of the studied crystal [17, 18].

For the indentation load above 100 g, cracks
are initiated on the crystal surface, around the in-
denter. This is due to the release of internal stress
locally initiated by indentation. The observed rela-
tively higher hardness values of LIPT compared to
some of organic NLO crystals [19] indicate that the
average bond strength and the number of bonds per
unit volume in the solid structure may be the reason
for the results.

The Meyer index n calculated from the slope of
straight line obtained in the plotted graph between
log P and log d (Fig. 6b) gives the hardness cat-
egory of crystal. The slope value identified from
the straight line fitted from the figure is n = 2.16.
Since n>2, crystals could be classified as soft mate-
rial [20]. Hence, extra care needs to be taken while
using these materials for device fabrication.

3.4. Dielectric studies
The crystal was polished and its opposite faces

were coated with air-drying silver paste to con-
struct it as a parallel plate capacitor. Dielectric
properties of the compound were analyzed using
the measured capacitance C and dissipation factor
D values of the sample at different frequencies at
room temperature. Dielectric constant εr and di-
electric loss tanδ values were calculated using the
relation:

εr =C/Co (2)

and

tanδ = εrD (3)

The response of the grown single crystals to ap-
plied electric field as a function of dielectric con-
stant with varying frequency were recorded and
plotted as shown in Fig. 7a. The dielectric constant
values were found higher at lower frequencies than
at higher frequencies. The high values of dielectric
constant at low frequency may be due to the pres-
ence of all polarizations and its low value at high
frequency may be due to significant gradual loss
of all polarizations [21]. The calculated dielectric
constant εr of the compound was found as 35.8 and
it is relatively larger than that of electro optic crys-
tal DAST (εr = 5.2) [22, 23] and noticeably lower
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) hardness number HV vs. load (P) for LIPT;
(b) log P vs. log d for LIPT.

than some those of inorganic electro optic crystals
LiNbO3 (εr = 85), KNbO3 (εr = 154) [24].

The variation of dielectric loss as a function of
frequency at room temperature is given in Fig. 7b.
The graph shows the same trend as that observed
for dielectric constant. The characteristic low val-
ues of dielectric loss at high frequencies for the
LIPT crystal suggest that the crystal possesses en-
hanced optical quality with lesser defects and this
parameter plays an important role in the fabrica-
tion of nonlinear optical devices [25]. Hence, it
is concluded from the studies that the crystal of
LIPT exhibits normal dielectric behavior. However,
the variation observed in the plot of dielectric loss
with respect to frequency suggests the possibility

of presence of crystalline defects. In addition, the
solid state parameters were calculated using the
obtained value of dielectric constant and listed in
Table 4. These values are compared with those of
standard material KDP [26].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) εr vs. log f for LIPT; (b) dielectric loss vs.
log f for LIPT.

The solid state parameters were calculated to
understand the dielectric nature of the material to
analyze the NLO efficiency of the compound. The
valence electron plasma energy (h̄ωp) is given by:

}ω p = 28.8
(

Zρ

M

)1/2

(4)

here, the molecular weight M of LIPT = 321.3 g
and the total number of valance electrons Z = 122.
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The density ρ of the grown crystal = 1.290 g/cm3

and dielectric constant ε∞ = 35.8 (at 1 MHz
frequency).

The Penn gap and Fermi energy is given
by [27]:

EP =
}ω p

(ε∞−1)1/2 (5)

Polarizability, αe is obtained using the relation
given by:

αe =

[
(}ω p)

2S0

(}ω p)
2S0 + 3 E2

P

]
×M

ρ
×0.396×10−24

(6)
where S0 is a constant of the material, and
is given by:

S0 = 1−
[

EP

4EF

]
+

1
3

[
EP

4EF

]2

(7)

The value of αe obtained is in good agreement
with the value calculated by Clausis-Mossetti equa-
tion, which is given by:

αe =
3M

4πρNA

[
ε∞− 1
ε∞ + 2

]
(8)

where NA = 6.023 × 1023 is Avogadro number.
From the study, it is observed that the obtained

values are found to be higher than those of KDP.
As the NLO efficiency depends upon polarizabil-
ity, it is evident that the NLO efficiency of the com-
pound is expected to be comparatively greater than
that of KDP.

3.5. Linear optical studies
3.5.1. UV-Vis-NIR spectral absorption studies

UV-Vis-NIR spectrum provides useful infor-
mation about the electronic transition of the p-
conjugated molecular systems. Fig. 8 shows the
recorded UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrum of the
crystal sample of 1 mm thickness. The spectrum in-
dicates the maximum absorption at 229 nm which
is attributed to direct transition of an electron
from a non-bonding n orbital to an antibonding
π∗ orbital (n → π∗). In addition, one more shoul-
der peak is observed at 256 nm and it indicates

the effect of transition of electrons from an an-
tibonding π orbital to an antibonding π∗ orbital
(π → π∗). The lower cut-off wavelength of the
sample was recorded at 283 nm. This lower cutoff
wavelength is important for NLO crystal efficient
in the application in entire visible and near infrared
region [28].

Fig. 8. UV-Vis-NIR absorbance spectrum of LIPT.

3.5.2. Photoluminescence studies
The photoluminescence spectrum of the com-

pound was recorded using the crystal sample of
1 mm thickness in the wavelength range of 280 nm
to 500 nm with an excitation wavelength of 280 nm
(Fig. 9). The sharp intense peak observed around
291 nm may be due to the intra band transition
(n → π*) between amino and C–O group of the
compound. The peak around 291 nm also indicates
the ultraviolet emission of the grown crystal and
indicates its usefulness in the ultraviolet region.

3.6. Nonlinear optical study
Nonlinear optical activity of the compound was

evaluated using SHG conversion ability by adopt-
ing the Kurtz and Perry powder method [29] us-
ing a finely powdered sample with a Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser (Spiltlight compact-400, Innolas,
Germany) with wavelength of 1064 nm. The pulse
rate was 10 Hz and pulse diameter was 6 mm.
Laser beam of energy 127 mW was incident on the
sample packed between the quartz plate of 1 mm
thickness, at an angle of 45°. The output light was
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Table 4. The calculated fundamental parameters of LIPT and other related compounds.

Parameters
Values of
LAPT [6]

Values of
LHPT [5]

Values of
LVPT [7]

Values of
LLPT [8]

Values of
LIPT

(Present
work)

Values of
KDP [27]

Plasma energy [eV] 20.44 20.76 20.08 19.72 20.15 17.33
Penn gap [eV] 3.69 3.51 3.49 3.93 3.41 2.39
Fermi gap [eV] 16.34 16.67 16.10 15.57 16.03 12.02
Polarizability (α) by Penn analysis
(×10−23 cm3) 6.83 8.36 8.61 8.91 9.83 2.14
Polarizability (α) by
Clausius-Mossotti equation (×10−23

cm3)
6.87 8.62 8.65 8.93 9.09 2.18

Fig. 9. Photoluminescence spectrum of LIPT.

collected at an angle 90° and passed through
532 nm interference filter to remove IR com-
ponents and fed to optical fiber based UV-Vis
spectrophotometer (Black Comet C-SR, Stellarnet,
USA) to measure the intensity. The output intensity
was measured at 532 nm and compared with the
output intensity produced by KDP and other related
compounds in the same setup. The experimental re-
sults are compared and shown in Fig. 10. The SHG
conversion efficiencies of the title compound and
its related compounds are listed in Table 5.

4. Conclusions
The newly synthesised organic NLO ma-

terial L-isoleucinium p-toluenesulfonate mono-
hydrate (LIPT) was successfully crystallized.

Fig. 10. SHG conversion efficiency of LIPT and related
compounds.

The single crystal XRD study confirmed the
non-centrosymmetric nature of the compound.
The hydrogen bonding feature of the compound
was analyzed. The material was thermally stable
up to 110 °C. The absence of significant absorption
in the entire visible region and lower cut-off wave-
length indicates the suitability of the material for
optical applications. The emission peak at 291 nm
is an evidence of the material emission capability
in the ultraviolet region. The Vicker’s microhard-
ness test showed the soft nature of the crystal. The
solid state parameters calculated by dielectric stud-
ies were found to be greater than those of KDP
crystal. The SHG efficiency of LIPT was found
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Table 5. SHG conversion efficiency of LIPT and other related compounds

S. No. Compound SHG efficiency
(Compared to KDP)

1. LIPT ( present study) 1.7 times
2. L-alaninium p-toluenesulfonate (LAPT) 2.0 times
3. L-histidinium p-toluenesulfonate (LHPT) 1.8 times
4. L-valinium p-toluenesulfonate monohydrate (LVPT) 1.5 times
5. L-leucinium p-toluenesulfonate monohydrate (LLPT) 0.45 times

to be 1.7 times higher than the SHG efficiency of
the well-known KDP crystal. All the above find-
ings show that the title compound LIPT may be a
potential candidate for the second order nonlinear
optical applications.
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